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MTGATracker is the ultimate Magic: The Gathering Arena tracker for the Windows platform! Sync your in-game stats, monitor your Play History, Replay in-game Command Line, Play Chart and take advantage of our setting manager. ** SPOILER ** MTGATracker is a complete gaming solution. With it, you can keep track of your Magic: The Gathering Arena stats. This means you don’t have to
rely on a third party. With MTGATracker, you can view, view and customize all of your statistics and keep track of your win/loss, total time spent in a game, etc. MTGATracker allows you to save play replays with the included Replay in-game Command Line. This means you can view and export all of the replays that were saved with MTGATracker to a SQLite database. # Features: # Store and
save Play History Record the sessions of your games and compare the sessions between different decks. # Track the cards you drafted, banned, and mulled Create an excel spreadsheet where you can track the cards that you have used during a session. # Display deck level stats View the average win/loss ratio for the decks that you play, as well as the win/loss ratio for the session. # Monitor your
Win/Loss ratio over time Track your Win/Loss ratio and take it into account for adjustments. # Monitor your Win/Loss ratio over days/weeks/months Track the Win/Loss ratio over time and compare it with other people's score. # Monitor your Win/Loss ratio with respect to priority Track the Win/Loss ratio and make sure you get the correct priority when your opponent takes priority. # Monitor
your Win/Loss ratio with respect to name of your deck Track the Win/Loss ratio and check if your opponents’ decks include the cards that you have in your deck. # Monitor your Win/Loss ratio with respect to set & format Track the Win/Loss ratio for the set and format that you have played. # Monitor your Win/Loss ratio with respect to deck Track the Win/Loss ratio and compare it with other
decks. # Monitor your Win/Loss ratio with respect to deck configuration Track the Win/Loss ratio and compare it with other decks. # Monitor your Win/Loss ratio with
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The most complete Hearthstone tracking tool. Hearthstone Tracker helps you record, manage and analyze your past matches, starting with the campaign and to the top of the ladder. Hearthstone Tracker is extremely customizable, and it's packed with many features. ■ Track All Matches ■ Record and Analyze ■ Track Deck and Deck Swaps ■ View Deck Builder Data ■ Record Deck-to-Deck
Swaps ■ Track Changes to Cards ■ And More! In addition to all this, you can easily: ■ Set viewing locations such as "Home", "All" or "Matches". ■ Customize the interface to your liking. ■ Help us improve the application by reporting bugs and suggestions. ■ Help us improve the application by reporting bugs and suggestions. ■ And more!... Hearthstone Tracker Features: ■ All of your tracks are
available offline. ■ Save your tracks directly into the application using the Export feature. ■ Create an unlimited number of decks and save them for offline access. ■ Show players in your deck or remove them and keep only the best ones. ■ Sort players based on your preference. ■ View a graph that represents the evolution of your deck over time or a single match. ■ View the upcoming matches
for your deck or for your account. ■ View the average win rate and win percentage for a deck or a deck slot. ■ Create a short- or long-term memory of your past matches. ■ Compare your current deck with your old ones and check for changes. ■ Record matches for different decks. ■ View players from the ladder and start playing again from there. ■ View your recent statistics such as win rates,
win percentage or ranking. ■ And many others... Hearthstone Tracker is absolutely free and is packed with features. Comment viewing options I've played a few games with this app on my Samsung s4, (with Android 7.1) and the art style is pleasing. However, I've noticed that when the app restarts, all of my data seems to be cleared. For example, if I record a game on my own account, and then
switch to a different account and try to view any previous games, it will tell me that there are no records. The app is actually 09e8f5149f
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It allows users to record and keep track of their games, their decks and the cards in them, as well as their win / loss ratios and the things they did during a match. MTGATracker Features: * Record the current game, deck, and cards * Record, manage and analyze past games / decks * Create deck histories * Record and save win / loss ratios * Customize the win / loss counter display * Customize the
card list display MTGATracker Advantages: * Free to download and use * The Best Modding Tool of All-Time * In most cases, the only app that comes with a list of all cards used in a deck. MTGATracker Disadvantages: * Users need to install Google Play Services for Android to play the game * iPhone & iPad users need to download the app directly from their device. * The main aim is only for
Magic: The Gathering Arena, but this is the only MTG app we know of that has the necessary data * No automatic play by turn tracker * You can add your own images to the interface, but they aren’t displayed in the app’s interface. Magic the Gathering Arena is a free-to-play collectible card game (CCG) developed and published by Wizards of the Coast. A multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA)
that combines elements of free-to-play, collectible card games, and real-time strategy games. It’s no surprise that the MTGA community is pretty damn large, as the game was also ported to iOS devices in 2017. Yes, indeed, the tabletop and digital card game ported to iOS. With that said, the port may not exactly be an adaptation of the PC version, as the game mechanics are mostly changed and
simplified, with some tweaks added to the game’s balanced free-to-play design. Even though the game has some advantages, there are still some drawbacks that might dissuade MTGA players. For starters, the app is pretty simple. In terms of interface, there’s hardly anything beyond a four-row card list and a deck management screen. With that said, the game won’t hold your attention for too long as
its streamlined simplicity might frustrate the more experienced MTGA players. You’ll probably end up playing the game to just pass the time. On top of

What's New In MTGATracker?

MTGATracker is a specialized MTGA logger that simulates the look and feel of a traditional MTGA tournament, showing you your previous battles and your opponents, but staying true to the world of Magic: The Gathering by offering a tailored experience that allows you to keep your own records of your deck building, matches, and tournaments. Everything is auto-saved, and can even be exported
to a CSV file for further analysis. GameStats Pro Publisher : BauiSoft Price : USD $5.00 App Size : 1.1 MB Install Size : 1.3 MB Latest Version : 1.3 Updated On : 5/29/2018 Language : English Game Description As its name clearly states, the application helps you record, manage, and analyze your past matches with the help of useful tools such as gameplay history, and lifetime win/loss ratios by
deck, by event, and so forth. The program is designed to help Magic Arena players record their wins and losses, and to monitor some of the statistics that are currently available in the Magic: The Gathering Arena client, such as the win/loss ratio by deck or by event. It allows you to keep all the data you need in one place and is 100% safe. MTGATracker Pro Publisher : BauiSoft Price : USD $4.99
App Size : 2.0 MB Install Size : 2.4 MB Latest Version : 2.4 Updated On : 4/27/2018 Language : English Game Description MTGATracker Pro is a specialized MTGA logger that simulates the look and feel of a traditional MTGA tournament, showing you your previous battles and your opponents, but staying true to the world of Magic: The Gathering by offering a tailored experience that allows
you to keep your own records of your deck building, matches, and tournaments. Everything is auto-saved, and can even be exported to a CSV file for further analysis. MTGATracker Free Publisher : BauiSoft Price : USD $0.99 App Size : 2.0 MB Install Size : 2.4 MB
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System Requirements For MTGATracker:

Mac OS X 10.5.1 and later Windows XP and later MacPaw A7 MacPaw 7 is the first ever Mac OS X software to be translated and localized in 50 languages. One of the biggest problems for Mac OS X users is a lack of OS X applications with translations. Apple is trying to change this with its i18n tool, but it requires users to install MacPaw 7, which costs $40. For the past few months I've been beta
testing MacPaw 7, and it really does make a
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